Fractional moving blood volume estimation in the fetal lung using power Doppler ultrasound: a reproducibility study.
To evaluate the reproducibility of fractional moving blood volume (FMBV) estimation in the fetal lung using power Doppler ultrasound (PDU). The lung blood perfusion of 20 normally grown singleton fetuses at 32-35 weeks of gestation was evaluated by two experienced observers using PDU. Each observer recorded two consecutive sequences of images from the posterior part of the fetal lung and calculated FMBV offline. FMBV expresses the percentage of blood movement within a defined region of interest (ROI). Repeatability and agreement were evaluated by means of the intraclass (intraCC) and interclass (interCC) correlation coefficients. FMBV was successfully evaluated in 17/20 fetuses by both observers (kappa index 0.82; 95% CI 0.51-0.93). The intraCC for repeatability for Observer A was 0.92 (95% CI 0.78-0.96), and for Observer B 0.90 (95% CI 0.74-0.96). The mean difference between the first and the second measurement was 0.7% (SD 4.5%). The interCC for repeatability over time and between the operators was 0.70 (95% CI 0.56-0.76) and the mean difference between the observers was 0.6% (SD 4.65%). The interCC for agreement was 0.92 (95% CI 0.84-0.95) and the mean difference in FMBV results when both observers analyzed the same sequences offline was 0.6% (SD 3.85%). In the hands of experienced operators, using a well-defined ROI and standard settings, FMBV estimation is a reproducible method of quantifying power Doppler signals recorded from fetal lung blood perfusion.